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A large jade tree

3 Japanese mixed metal vases

Japanese hand painted satsuma jar, and a hand painted kutani vase

2 sculptures depicting polar bear families

2 Chinese wood carved boxes

2 Chinese snuff bottles

2 Japanese wood carved panels and an occupied Japanese porcelain vase

A bronze letter organizer

A mounted table scholar stone, jade(?)

Lot of misc. glasses and crystals

Antique Japanese bronze censer (no top)

Lot of porcelain (some Japanese)and Japanese lacquer pieces

Chinese famille rose umbrella stand

4 Chinese wood carved figures

2 oil paintings; one depicting landscape, one depicting city scene

2 Japanese vintage silk okimono

Large Chinese bronze planter, a stone(?) horse with stand

Lot of misc. Chinese items; including bone carved ornament and "jade tree"

Lot of misc.; including an oil painting

Antique Japanese kutani vase made as lamp, antique Chinese porcelain pieces

Chinese cloisonne vase, Chinese enamel small plates

2 framed oil painting

International Auction Gallery 
1645 S. Sinclair St., Anaheim, CA 92806

714-935-9294

June 6, 2016 Auction Catalog

6 lacquer panels

Lot of misc. Asian porcelain pieces

Prev. @ Sun. (06/05) 10am-4pm & Mon. from 10am,  Sale Starts 3pm

Lot of misc. porcelain

Wood carving in shadow box

Lot of misc.

Wall mirror and African wood carving

Lot of misc., including a meteor?

Chinese rose canton flask

Lot of misc. porcelain pieces

2 porcelain roosters

Bronze plate with peacock, and painted terracotta angel

Lot of Asian porcelain pieces; including antique pieces

Cast iron floor lamp

3 oil paintings

Lot of fancy bags and a camphor wood box

4 mahogany framed antique chairs; including 2 armchairs

hand painted plate, depression glass basket and silverplate basin with angel decoration

2 modern plates

A bamboo framed wall mirror

Lot of misc. Asian items; including lacquer pieces, pottery figures

Chinese famille rose porcelain vase made as lamp

Square Chinese lamp table/cabinet

Antique Chinese blue and white jar with double happiness symbol (no top) and a fancy pottery vase
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55 Lot of misc. jewelry

Lot # Item description L. Est. H Est. start

101 3 items; stone carved snail (7.2"H) and pair natural jasper stone bookends 

(4"Hx5.05"x1.85" each)

$100 $300 $30

102 Petrified wood (10.4"x3"x3") on jade stand (3"Hx10.15"x2.8") $80 $150 $20

103 Stone panel with fossil snails, 14.5"x12.3"x3" $80 $150 $20

104 Possible huangyang wood carved Guanyin (9.6"H) $100 $300 $30

105 Bronze brush holder decorated with bamboo leaf, 6.65"Hx3.25"dia $100 $300 $30

106 Jade carved censer, 9.25"Hx6.6"dia $100 $300 $30

107 A horn style libation cup, 5"Hx7.2"x6.1" $80 $150 $20

108 Bronze censer, 3.35"Hx7"x4.8" $100 $300 $30

109 2 shoushan stone style figures (8.6"H, 7"H) and a shoushan stone carved table 

ornament (10.25"H

$100 $300 $30

110 Amber like Buddha (6.75"H) $100 $300 $30

110A Vintage terracotta wall plaque (16"x10.5"x1.3") and a belt with Nazi insignia $80 $150 $20

111 4 WWII US Navy anti-aircraft M-25 gun shells, 12.5"H $80 $150 $20

112 Folk art metal horse, 26"Hx41"x13" $100 $300 $30

113 Large wood carved deer group, 27"H $100 $300 $30

114 1960's Kent Newport 528 Sunburst base guitar with case, famous for being used by 

David Bowie

$150 $350 $50

115 Chinese vintage black lacquer stackable boxes, 28.1"Hx13.1"x12.2" $80 $150 $20

116 Wood carved Buddha (15.3"L) on stand (4.8"Hx19"x7.3") $100 $300 $30

117 Chinese watercolor scroll depicting mountain scene, 41.5"x14.25" $80 $150 $20

118 A fine Yixing clay covered basin, top decorated with dragon and phoenix (minor chip 

on inner edge), 3.15"Hx11.5"dia

$100 $300 $30

119 Rosewood pedestal table, 31.8"Hx14.25"x14.25" $100 $300 $30

120 Brass/bronze covered censer with qilin motif finial, 8.4"Hx7.7"x5.25" $80 $150 $20

121 Antique Japanese gilt lacquer mask in Buddha motif, 9.15"Hx6.5"x4" $100 $300 $30

122 African bronze sculpture depicting ceremonial scene?, 11"Hx8"x5" $80 $150 $20

123 A beautiful bronze framed mirror with candle holders, 21.5"Hx16"x9.25" $300 $500 $100

124 A large bronze vase with decoration in relief, 18.2"Hx8.6"x7.6" $150 $350 $50

125 3 Chinese rosewood stackable table set, 16.2"Hx11.8"x8.5" - 23.6"JHx17"x12" $300 $500 $100

126 Chinese jadeite bangle bracelet (repair, 0.5"Dx3.3"od(2.3"id)) in huali box 

(1.6"Hx4.8"dia)

$100 $300 $30

127 2 Chinese rosewood scroll boxes, 3"Hx23.7"x3.4" each $100 $300 $30

128 One jade carved bead (0.8"-0.9"dia(18)) necklace, one porcelain bead 

(0.25"Dx0.55"dia) necklace with jade finial (4.5"L), one turquoise like bead 

(0.4"Lx0.6"dia(40)) necklace, and one necklace with cloisonne bead 

(0.6"Lx0.33"dia(6)) spacer

$100 $300 $30

129 Coral(?, 0.18"Lx0.3"dia(10)) necklace, nut(?, 0.75"dia(19()) necklace, and 2 various 

bead (0.55"dia(15)) bracelet and necklace (0.68"dia(18))

$100 $300 $30

130 Chinese well hollowed agate snuff bottle, 3"H $100 $300 $30

A signed and numbered etching, and a framed print

An eagle statue on pedestal

5 hand painted Japanese porcelain plates, and 3 English porcelain castles

3pc fancy crystals, one by Orrefors

2 oil paintings

Clarinet in box

Bronze censer made in Occupied Japanese, and an art nouveau Japanese silverplate vase

Lot of misc. jewelry

Lot of misc. jewelry



131 4 Korean items; a celadon bowl (damage, 3.5"Hx7.9"x6.7"), celadon horse (top 

damage, 5.25"Hx5.4"dia), pottery head (4.75"H), and a miniature celadon vase 

(3.7"Hx2.5"dia)

$80 $150 $20

132 Chinese bronze finial in bird motif, 9"H $80 $150 $20

133 Chinese print book, 10.9"x6.8"x2.25" $100 $300 $30

134 Chinese zitan box (1.35"x9.1"x1.5") with zitan wood letter opener (7.6"L) and a 

bamboo armrest (9.75"x3.5"x1.1")

$100 $300 $30

135 Chinese huanghuali wood pillow, 3.5"Hx10.5"x5.25" $150 $350 $50

136 2 Peking glass vases, 10.45"Hx5.1"dia, 5.7"Hx3"dia $100 $300 $30

137 Chinese antique blue and white covered jar with double happiness symbol 

(9.4"Hx9.6"dia), and an antique blue and white jar (no top, 7.4"Hx7"dia)

$100 $300 $30

138 7 Japanese woodblock prints (13"x9", 13.8"x9", 13"x9.25", 14.7"x9.65", 10.7"x7.5", 

11.6"x8.4", 10.8"x7.8"), and a framed print of city scene (26.5"x12.75")

$100 $300 $30

139 2 Thai wood carved Buddha, 19.45"H, 11"H $100 $300 $30

140 Persian enamel on copper bowl (5.75"Hx10.75"dia) with under plate 

(1.8"Hx14.25"dia)

$100 $300 $30

141 Persian inlaid wood sewing box (corner chip, 9.5"x13.6"x0.8"), and a wood carved 

plaque (3"Hx16.35"x9.55")

$100 $300 $30

142 French porcelain perfume lamp in figural motif by Gazan, 8.4"H $100 $300 $30

143 Pair Chinese serpentine carved fulion (4"H each) $100 $300 $30

144 2 Chinese bronze bells (10.5"H, 8.8"H), and 3 brass/bronze ornaments (4"H, 4.85"L, 

4"x5.6")

$100 $300 $30

145 Chinese blue and white porcelain sculpture depicting warrior on horse, 25"H $150 $350 $50

146 Framed ornaments (1.45"x1.5" - 3"dia), some tested silver, 2 with inlaid, this lot is 

from the collection of Millard Sheets

$150 $350 $50

147 Ink on paper "street house", 18.5"x23.7" $80 $150 $20

148 Pure gold Ganesha (4.1"x4.1") in shadow box, and a Chinese gold plated round plate 

(7.9"dia) with enamel crane

$100 $300 $30

149 A beautiful French 19th/20th century tapestry with embroidery work to depict 

imaginary Asian garden scene, 61"x52.5"

$150 $350 $50

150 Chinese 19th/20th century cloisonne desk set with silver spoon, with family symbol, 

4"Hx13.35"x10.7"

$150 $350 $50

151 Framed Burmese/Thailand Buddhism sutra engraved on tree bark (possible birch 

bark), total 30 leaves (19.1"x2.25" each)

$400 $900 $100

152 Large jade stone carved seal, 7.55"Hx6.2"dia $100 $300 $30

153 Wood carved mask (12.75"H) in display case $100 $300 $30

154 Large wood carved scroll holder depicting fish and water flower in relief, 

37.8"Hx24.5"x22.5"

$500 $800 $150

155 Large bronze sculpture depicting Daoism god, 40.5"H $500 $800 $150

156 Large wood carving depicting god of longevity, 47.5"H $500 $800 $150

157 Framed embroidery panel (24.75"x46.75") depicting fish scene $100 $300 $30

158 Glass top console table, 28"Hx52.25"x17.9" $100 $300 $30

159 Pair glass top tables with glass base, 24.75"Hx28"x28" each $100 $300 $30

160 Ebonized console table painted with flowers, 32.25"Hx47.9"x20" $100 $300 $30

161 Pair Victorian finely carved armchairs, 35"Hx32"x35", 45"Hx33"x35" $100 $300 $30

162 Chinese ebonized lacquer coffee table, 19.2"Hx48"x20" $100 $300 $30

163 Modern glass top bar (39.75"Hx53.5"x21") and 2 bar stools (37.5"H each) $150 $350 $50

164 Fine ship model in display case, 27.75"Hx31.3"x14.68" $100 $300 $30

165 European walnut oval 2-tier table (veneer chip, 28.35"Hx38"x27") $100 $300 $30

166 Mid-19th century walnut 2-door cabinet, 36.3"Hx30"x14" $150 $350 $50

167 Pair 19th/20th century 2-tier rectangular tables, 38.7"Hx23.5"x15.65" each $150 $350 $50



168 Pair luster table lamps, 41.75"H, 44.7"H $150 $350 $50

169 Crystal and gilt metal chandelier, 23"Hx31"dia $100 $300 $30

170 Large 19th/20th century walnut coffee table, 20.25"Hx72"x38.75" $100 $300 $30

171 A large ship model, 31"H $100 $300 $30

172 Pair Chinese rosewood display cases, 76"Hx41"x19.5" each $800 $1,500 $250

173 19th/20th century American 3pc parlor set with original upholstery (possible mohair), 

36.5"Hx79"x34", 43"Hx36"x37", 36.5"Hx36"x32.5"

$500 $800 $150

174 A beautiful Italian 19th/20th century gilt wood daybed with silk brocade upholstery, 

45.5"Hx65.75"x40"

$500 $900 $150

175 3pc Italian painted wood parlor set with original upholstery, 43"Hx77"x34", 

43"Hx58.5"x34", 43"Hx38.5"x34"

$400 $700 $120

176 A fine Victorian mahogany pedestal with barley twist column, and top side carved 

with figure motif, 37.75"Hx16"x16"

$600 $900 $200

177 4 cloisonne items; one antique Chinese cloisonne vase (8.75"Hx4.6"dia), one antique 

Japanese cloisonne vase (4.85"Hx2.5"dia), one Japanese cloisonne bowl 

(1.2"Hx2.85"dia) and a Japanese cloisonne salt (1.5"Hx1.8"dia)

$150 $350 $50

178 Set of 4 Chinese framed print depicting flowers, 34.8"x6.9" each' $80 $150 $20

179 Chinese sword with scabbard, 37.79"L (blade" 30.15"L) $100 $300 $30

180 Beautiful Japanese black background cloisonne vase decorated with dragon, 

7.2"Hx3"dia

$150 $350 $50

181 19th century Japanese hand written family record book on rice paper, 12.8"x4.8"x4.4" $100 $300 $30

182 Chinese 19th/20th century crackle ware porcelain vase with embossed dragon, 

7.6"Hx4.4"dia

$100 $300 $30

183 Pair Chinese shoushan stone seals (2.7"Hx0.68"x0.68", 2.5"Hx0.68"x0.68"), and 

Chinese 19th century shoushan stone carved man on water buffalo with original stand 

(one horn of buffalo damage, 2.35"Hx3.15"x2.05")

$80 $150 $20

184 Pair Japanese 19th century satsuma vases, signed, 3.5"Hx1.45"dia $100 $300 $30

185 Fine Japanese 19th century satsuma vase, signed Kinkozan, 3.9"Hx2.5"dia $100 $300 $30

186 Japanese antique closionne vase with dragon, signed, 3.6"Hx2"dia $100 $300 $30

187 2 Chinese cloisonne pieces; a vase with dragon (4"Hx2.2"dia) and a footed censer 

with qilin motif finial (4.9"Hx3"dia)

$150 $350 $50

188 7 Japanese miniature cloisonne pieces, 0.85"Hx1.8"dia - 1.2"Hx1.9"dia $100 $300 $30

189 Japanese green background cloisonne jar, signed, 4.9"Hx4.7"dia $100 $300 $30

190 Japanese cloisonne vase depicting crane scene, signed, 5.9"hx2.4"dia $100 $300 $30

191 Japanese black background cloisonne vase depicting flower and bird, signed, 

6"Hx2.35"dia

$150 $350 $50

192 Beautiful Japanese cloisonne box with flower scene and cloth lining interior, 

1.75"Hx3.65"dia

$100 $300 $30

193 Japanese hexagonal cloisonne vase depicting bird and bamboo tree, 6"Hx2.75"dia $150 $350 $50

194 Large Japanese black background cloisonne vase depicting birds and willow tree, 

signed, 7.25"Hx3.75"dia

$300 $500 $100

195 Pair Japanese 19th century bronze candle holders, with qilin and bird motif in high 

relief, also with qilin motif legs, very fine casting, 9.6"Hx2.8"dia each

$200 $400 $70

196 Chinese bronze covered censer depicting Buddha riding on elephant, 13"Hx8.6"x3.85" $200 $400 $80

197 Chinese antique white jade carved pei (0.18"Dx2.25"dia) on stand $150 $350 $50

198 Chinese antique bronze seal (1.35"Hx0.85"x0.85") on stand $150 $350 $50

199 Chinese bronze covered censer, the body depicting qilin and phoenix in relief and the 

finial in child motif, 6.25"Hx3.8"x3"

$150 $350 $50

200 2 Chinese antique wood carvings; one depicting god of longevity (7.25"H), one is 

bamboo motif vase (7.9"H)

$100 $300 $30

201 2 pocket watches, 1.95"dia each $100 $300 $30



202 Elgin 21 jewel pocket watch, 1.95"dia $100 $300 $30

203 Hunter cased pocket (1.4"dia) watch by Atlas Watch co., with beautiful engraved case $100 $300 $30

204 Antique hunter cased pocket watch (1.4"dia) with engraved case $100 $300 $30

205 A large face Hamilton 21-jewels railroad grade pocket watch (2"dia), in working 

condition

$150 $350 $50

206 A large face Hamilton 21-jewels railroad grade pocket watch (not functioning, 

2.1"dia), with watch fob

$150 $350 $50

207 Marked 14K hunter cased watch (1.63"dia) by Elgin, with beautifully engraved case, 

wt. 58.9gm

$400 $700 $200

208 A heavy American Indian silver turquoise bangle bracelet (2.95"x2.6"x2.25"), signed 

T.C., wt. 79gm

$100 $300 $30

209 A fine silver and turquoise belt buckle (2.4"x3.7"), signed Annie Eagle, wt. 117gm $150 $350 $50

210 An American Indian silver and turquoise squash blossom necklace (28.3"L), wt. 

213gm

$300 $500 $100

211 2 American Indian silver and stone bracelet, 2"x2.5"x2.15", 0.35"x2.6"x1.75" $100 $300 $30

212 A sterling tiger eye ring, and a sterling tiger eye pendant (2.9"L) with necklace 

(26.5"L), wt. 

$100 $300 $30

213 2 sterling charm bracelets; one signed by maker (7.1"L), and the other has approx. 40 

charms, wt. 141.5gm (7.9"L)

$150 $350 $50

214 2 heavy sterling and turquoise bangle bracelets, wt. 142gm, 1.5"x2.65"x2.1", 

1.65"x2.9"x2.1"

$150 $350 $50

215 3 antique salad serving sets with ivory handles, 9.25"L-12.25"L, NO 

INTERNATIONAL SHIPPING OF IVORY

$300 $500 $100

216 Pair antique English silver salad serving set with ivory handles, 7.25"L, 10.25"L, NO 

INTERNATIONAL SHIPPING OF IVORY

$100 $300 $30

217 10 pieces; 2 ivory figures (6.1"H, 5.6"H), pair ivory salt and pepper shakers (2.05"H 

each), ivory shoe horn (8.6"H), ivory handle spoon (6.2"L), ivory handle pen (4.9"L), 

and 3 ivory ojime beads (0.75"dia each), NO INTERNATIONAL SHIPPING OF 

IVORY

$150 $350 $50

218 Antique ivory card box (top may be a replacement, 3.4"x1.95"x0.45"), NO 

INTERNATIONAL SHIPPING OF IVORY

$100 $300 $30

219 Chinese ivory vase decorated with archaic bronze motif in relief and set with jewels, 

7"Hx5.4"x3.65", NO INTERNATIONAL SHIPPING OF IVORY

$600 $900 $200

219A Chinese gourd cricket box with ivory rim, 3.9"Hx2.6"dia, NO INTERNATIONAL 

SHIPPING OF IVORY

$100 $300 $30

220 Chinese ivory chess (2"H - 4"H) set with inlaid wood box as chess board, NO 

INTERNATIONAL SHIPPING OF IVORY

$300 $500 $100

220A Ivory bangle bracelet (0.18"Dx2.82"od), pair ivory (0.65"dia each) earrings, 2 ivory 

brooches (2.18"x1.3", 2"x1.55"), 5 Chinese silver spoons (3.65"L each) with jadeite, 

and a French jewelry cascade (2.75"Hx4"x3.2"), NO INTERNATIONAL SHIPPING 

OF IVORY

$150 $350 $50

221 ivory carved flower (2.45"x1.4"x0.25") attached to an ivory necklace (17.85"L), and a 

shell bead necklace (one bead chip, 18.35"L), NO INTERNATIONAL SHIPPING OF 

IVORY

$100 $300 $30

222 An ivory bead (0.15"dia), coral (0.13"dia) and 14K gold bead, and onyx bead 

(0.13"dia) necklace, NO INTERNATIONAL SHIPPING OF IVORY AND/OR CORAL

$100 $300 $30

223 A Chinese antique finely carved and polished ivory bead (0.49"dia(36)) necklace, NO 

INTERNATIONAL SHIPPING OF IVORY

$150 $350 $50

224 Vintage Chinese ivory bangle bracelet (1"x2.4"x2.35") set with one deep red coral 

cabochon, NO INTERNATIONAL SHIPPING OF IVORY AND/OR CORAL

$150 $350 $50

225 Carved amber like bead (0.5"dia(72)) necklace $100 $300 $30

226 Chinese ivory carved owl, 3.8"H, NO INTERNATIONAL SHIPPING OF IVORY $150 $350 $50



227 Chinese ivory, bone, jade and other hard stone bead necklace (19.75"L), and a 

matching pendant (7.75"L), NO INTERNATIONAL SHIPPING OF IVORY

$100 $300 $30

228 Antique Chinese ivory carved panel depicting mountain scene, 7.8"H, NO 

INTERNATIONAL SHIPPING OF IVORY

$150 $350 $50

229 Fine Japanese ivory carved okimono depicting court officer, 3"H, NO 

INTERNATIONAL SHIPPING OF IVORY

$150 $350 $50

230 Fine Japanese ivory carved okimono depicting fisherman, 4.9"x3.7"x3.25", NO 

INTERNATIONAL SHIPPING OF IVORY

$150 $350 $50

231 Chinese antique ivory carved standing Buddha, 7"H, NO INTERNATIONAL 

SHIPPING OF IVORY

$500 $800 $150

232 A fine 19th/20th century ivory carved Guanyin, 9.75"H, NO INTERNATIONAL 

SHIPPING OF IVORY

$500 $800 $150

232A Chinese ivory carved seal (2.55"H) and ivory napkin ring (0.75"Dx2"dia), NO 

INTERNATIONAL SHIPPING OF IVORY

$150 $350 $50

233 Ivory carved skull with snake on top, 2.9"Hx3"x1.35", NO INTERNATIONAL 

SHIPPING OF IVORY

$150 $350 $50

234 Unusually large Chinese ivory carved multi-layer ball with ivory stand, 

6.5"Hx3.65"dia, NO INTERNATIONAL SHIPPING OF IVORY

$500 $800 $150

235 Serpentine carved Guanyin, 9.25"H, NO INTERNATIONAL SHIPPING OF IVORY $150 $350 $50

236 Pair Chinese ivory fulion, 4.8"H each, NO INTERNATIONAL SHIPPING OF IVORY $300 $500 $100

236A 2 very nice Japanese Antique ivory carved netsuke, 1.2"x1.5"x1.6", 

2.35"Hx2.25"x1.6", NO INTERNATIONAL SHIPPING OF IVORY

$150 $350 $50

237 Pair Chinese vintage enamel vases painted with flowers and fairy tale scenes, 

12.9"Hx6.2"dia each

$300 $500 $100

238 Chinese wedding lacquer round box (7.85"Hx15.7"dia), and 2 panels of Chinese 

embroidery pieces (10.4"x10.3" each)

$100 $300 $30

238A Antique ivory carved note pad, total 8 sheets $100 $300 $30

239 2 pairs Chinese 19th/20th century brass/bronze candle holders, 6.8"Hx4.2"dia(2), 

3.5"Hx4.65"x1.7"(2)

$50 $150 $20

240 Chinese rose quartz carved phoenix (2.6"x6.6"x1.8") on Lucite stand $100 $300 $30

241 Beautiful Japanese antique large satsuma koro painted with lady playing music 

instrument, signed, 14"Hx10.9"x8.4"

$500 $800 $150

242 Pair Japanese 19th/20th century kutani porcelain vases, 12.1"Hx5.25"dia each $150 $350 $50

243 Japanese antique ivory carving depicting lady holding flower pot (hairline, 9.85"H), 

NO INTERNATIONAL SHIPPING OF IVORY

$500 $800 $150

244 A highly polished ivory tusk, approx. 10.25"L, NO INTERNATIONAL SHIPPING OF 

IVORY

$500 $800 $150

245 Early 20th century gilt metal sculpture of Trojan, 17.2"H $100 $300 $30

246 Pair antique miniature bronze sculpture on pedestal depicting boy and girl, signed, 

6.3"H each

$150 $350 $50

247 A painted wood Santos depicting Maria and Jesus, 19"H $200 $400 $70

248 Large antique painted wood Santos (crack, hairline, repair on wing, finger damage), 

37"H

$200 $400 $70

249 Italian marble sculpture "Fausto E. Margherita", signed Gall. Lapini Florence , 29.5"H $4,500 $7,000 $2,000

250 Oil on board depicting gentleman looking at sculpture, signed Belatti, 9.4"x7.4" $400 $700 $120

251 Oil on canvas "poppies in spring" by California artist Beverly Carrick, 19.7"x23.7" $300 $500 $100

252 Oil on canvas "nude girl" by A.T. Kistler, 19.5"x39.5" $300 $500 $100

253 Cold painted Vienna bronze "slave trader and nude" by Franz Bergman, 

4.8"Hx6.5"x4.2"

$600 $900 $250

254 Austrian cold painted art deco bronze ivory sculpture of dancer with jewels by 

Theodore Ullmann, 9.75"Hx5.7"x3", NO INTERNATIONAL SHIPPING OF IVORY

$2,000 $4,000 $800



255 Austrian art deco bronze and ivory sculpture of dancer by Theodore Ullmann, 

9.8"Hx5.5"x4.3", NO INTERNATIONAL SHIPPING OF IVORY

$2,000 $4,000 $800

256 German art nouveau gilt bronze figure of nude (gold worn) by Hans Rieder, 

12.2"Hx3.65"x2.5"

$400 $700 $120

257 Austrian/German silver on bronze sculpture of boy riding on deer, signed A. Allmann, 

9.85"Hx5.75"x3.35"

$300 $500 $100

258 Austrian gilt bronze and ivory sculpture "kneeling girl with book" by Gerda Iro 

Gerdago, 6.4"Hx7.7"x3.35", NO INTERNATIONAL SHIPPING OF IVORY

$3,000 $5,000 $1,200

259 Austrian cold painted bronze and ivory sculpture "kneeling girl with book" attributed 

to  Gerda Iro Gerdago, 6.75"Hx6.75"x3.2", NO INTERNATIONAL SHIPPING OF 

IVORY

$1,500 $2,500 $700

260 Pair Austrian art deco bronze and ivory sculpture of bookends in marabou stork 

figures motif, marked "Austria & B. Altman & co.", 8.75"Hx3.75"x3.75", 

9.2"Hx3.75"x3.75", NO INTERNATIONAL SHIPPING OF IVORY

$1,500 $3,500 $600

261 French cold painted art deco bronze and ivory sculpture of standing lady by Paul 

Philippe (damage on one hand), 12.5"Hx7.8"x6.5", NO INTERNATIONAL 

SHIPPING OF IVORY

$1,000 $2,000 $400

262 Beautiful art nouveau bronze and shell table lamp depicting nude girl, 

18.5"Hx7.6"x7.65"

$600 $900 $250

263 French art deco bronze sculpture depicting lady with birds on marble base by Zoltan 

Kovacs, 10.5"Hx20.6"x7.25"

$600 $900 $250

264 An important French gilt bronze sculpture "lady with flower" by Louis Chalon, 

22.7"H

$6,000 $9,000 $2,500

265 Austrian gilt bronze and ivory sculpture of fancy dress dancer by Gerda Iro Gerdago, 

14"Hx8.8"x7", NO INTERNATIONAL SHIPPING OF IVORY

$3,000 $5,000 $1,200

266 A beautiful French art deco bronze ivory sculpture "salome" by Pierre Le Faguays, 

15"Hx13.4"x4.5", NO INTERNATIONAL SHIPPING OF IVORY

$6,000 $9,000 $2,500

267 German bronze sculpture "boy in wind" by R.W. Lange, 5.85"Hx1.85"x1.85" $150 $350 $50

268 A beautiful Austrian bronze and ivory sculpture depicting 2 dancers with fine facial 

expression by Peter Tereszczuk, 15.25"Hx6.6"x4.25", NO INTERNATIONAL 

SHIPPING OF IVORY

$4,000 $7,000 $1,500

268A French art deco Lucite and pottery(?) sculpture with marble base of lady (one leg 

repair, 16.25"H), signed on marble

$100 $300 $30

269 2 European wood and ivory canes (34.15"H, 32.25"H), one depicting sailor's head 

with glass eyes, NO INTERNATIONAL SHIPPING OF IVORY

$300 $700 $100

269A A beautiful Chinese antique rosewood jewelry box with ivory carved plaques in 

longevity symbol motif, 12.75"Hx8"x6", NO INTERNATIONAL SHIPPING OF 

$300 $700 $100

270 A rare solid ivory and silver gavel (10.5"L), it was presented to Elmer Kilroy, Speaker 

of the Pennsylvania house of representative, 1941-1942, NO INTERNATIONAL 

SHIPPING OF IVORY

$600 $900 $200

271 European 18th/19th century 3-panel ivory carving depicting religious motif, 

6.7"x4.7"x0.3", NO INTERNATIONAL SHIPPING OF IVORY

$600 $900 $200

272 Large ivory page turner with silver enhancement (top chip, 18"L), NO 

INTERNATIONAL SHIPPING OF IVORY

$300 $500 $100

273 A fine ivory carved fisherman, 6"H, NO INTERNATIONAL SHIPPING OF IVORY $300 $500 $100

274 2 African ivory carving depicting lady's bust, 5.1"H, 5.9"H, NO INTERNATIONAL 

SHIPPING OF IVORY

$300 $500 $100

274A 4 finely painted vintage Indian ivory plaques, 3.5" X 5.65" (2), 5" X 3.25" (2), NO 

INTERNATIONAL SHIPPING OF IVORY

$300 $500 $100

275 3 ivory carvings; a boar (one teeth damage, 4.75"L), and 2 necklaces ((approx. 

4.8"L(2), 0.48"dia)), approx. 5.75"L), NO INTERNATIONAL SHIPPING OF IVORY

$100 $300 $30

276 Possible French ivory carving depicting dog with prey, 4"h $150 $350 $50



277 Antique French ivory brooch (2.75"x1.8") with angel motif in relief $150 $350 $30

278 Painting on ivory depicting portrait of lady with ivory frame (6"x5.25"x0.45"), NO 

INTERNATIONAL SHIPPING OF IVORY

$100 $300 $30

279 Antique wood sewing box with tortoise shell overlay, 3"Hx9.95"x6.85", NO 

INTERNATIONAL SHIPPING OF TORTOISE SHELL

$150 $350 $50

280 6pc sterling and tortoise shell dressing set (some silver part damage), 10.05"L, 9"L(2), 

6"L(2), 5.4"L, NO INTERNATIONAL SHIPPING OF TORTOISE SHELL

$150 $350 $50

281 Gilt bronze ormolu ornament in ram motif (5.75"H) $100 $300 $30

282 Framed bronze sculpture depicting man on horse staple (4.5"H) $100 $300 $30

283 Antique European bronze plaque (5.5"x8.5") depicting cherubs, signed G. Peters $150 $350 $50

284 Pair very heavy antique bronze door handles, marked "hand made" and signed with 

initial R.E., 21"L each

$200 $400 $70

285 A large beautiful hand painted porcelain vase (18"H), made as lamp (26.5"H), signed $150 $350 $50

286 Tibetan 18th/19th century woodblock print sutra, total approx. 100 pages, approx. 

20.5"x3.7" each

$150 $350 $50

287 Antique Tibetan hand written sutra, possible Ming dynasty (damage, approx. 

21.5"x15.5" each)

$150 $350 $50

288 Rare antique Tibetan praying wheel with complete sutra inside, 3.8"Hx8.3"dia $150 $350 $50

289 4pc solid ivory fragments, total wt. 1.25kg, 4.35"H, 4"L, 6"L, 3.55"x2.45"x0.9", NO 

INTERNATIONAL SHIPPING OF IVORY

$100 $300 $30

290 Solid ivory tusk tip (3.65"H) and a possible walrus ivory fragment (approx. 3.35"L), 

NO INTERNATIONAL SHIPPING OF IVORY

$100 $300 $30

291 3 Japanese ivory carved netsuke (2.2"H, 1.95"H, 1.1"L), and one ivory okimono 

(okimono damage, 5.25"H), NO INTERNATIONAL SHIPPING OF IVORY

$100 $300 $30

292 5pc ivory jewelry , and an ivory letter opener (8"L), NO INTERNATIONAL 

SHIPPING OF IVORY

$100 $300 $30

293 Ivory carved fan (6.9"L), NO INTERNATIONAL SHIPPING OF IVORY $100 $300 $30

294 2 Chinese ivory carved multi-layer balls (1.3"dia, 1.35"dia), and an ivory ornament 

(1.35"dia), NO INTERNATIONAL SHIPPING OF IVORY

$100 $300 $30

295 2 antique silverplate serving pieces, with possible ivory handles, 8.5"L, 14.5"L $100 $300 $30

296 A large African ivory carved tusk (approx. 19"L) depicting group of African animals, 

signed, NO INTERNATIONAL SHIPPING OF IVORY

$600 $900 $200

297 Chinese silver jewelry suite; including bracelet (1.2"Dx7.1"L), ring and pair earrings 

decorated with ivory plaques (0.95"x0.65"(4), 0.55"x0.4"(3)), NO INTERNATIONAL 

SHIPPING OF IVORY

$150 $350 $50

298 European silver framed brooch (1.85"x1.4") with miniature portrait on ivory depicting 

a noble lady, the border decorated with Persian turquoise beads, NO 

INTERNATIONAL SHIPPING OF IVORY

$100 $300 $30

299 Ivory flower (2.35"x18") with serpentine bead necklace (17.75"L), ivory carved monk 

(2"H) with jade like bead (0.35"dia(58)) necklace, NO INTERNATIONAL SHIPPING 

OF IVORY

$150 $350 $50

300 Ivory bracelet (8.2"L), ivory earrings (1.3"x1" each), and 2 ivory figures (2.25"H, 

2.45"H), NO INTERNATIONAL SHIPPING OF IVORY

$100 $300 $30

301 Solid ivory carved African lady's bust, 7.75"H, NO INTERNATIONAL SHIPPING OF 

IVORY

$150 $350 $50

302 Pair African ivory carved head motif vases, 5.75"H, 6.25"H, NO INTERNATIONAL 

SHIPPING OF IVORY

$100 $300 $30

303 Chinese ivory fan, 8"L, NO INTERNATIONAL SHIPPING OF IVORY $100 $300 $30

303A Chinese ivory chess set (1.2"H-2.5"H) with painted lacquer box (3.7"H X 14.9" X 

7.3"), NO INTERNATIONAL SHIPPING OF IVORY

$300 $500 $100

304 Chinese ivory carved seal with qilin motif finial, 2.5"H, NO INTERNATIONAL 

SHIPPING OF IVORY

$100 $300 $30



304A 2 Chinese ivory carved figures, 6.2"H, 6"H , NO INTERNATIONAL SHIPPING OF 

IVORY

$300 $500 $100

305 Ivory bird cage with dragon motif post, 15.25"Hx9.65"x7", NO INTERNATIONAL 

SHIPPING OF IVORY

$300 $500 $100

306 Pair ivory carving vases, 8.85"H, NO INTERNATIONAL SHIPPING OF IVORY $500 $800 $150

306A A magnificent Chinese ivory carving depicting warrior fighting sea dragon, approx. 

14" long, NO INTERNATIONAL SHIPPING OF IVORY

$1,500 $3,500 $500

307 2 ivory carved emperor, 6"H, 6.25"H, NO INTERNATIONAL SHIPPING OF IVORY $300 $500 $100

308 Ivory carved Daoism immortal, 12.4"H, NO INTERNATIONAL SHIPPING OF 

IVORY

$500 $800 $150

309 Ivory carved warrior, 10.75"H, NO INTERNATIONAL SHIPPING OF IVORY $500 $800 $150

310 3 Japanese ivory carved netsuke, 2.4"H(2), 1.8"H, NO INTERNATIONAL SHIPPING 

OF IVORY

$150 $350 $50

311 Chinese ivory carved court lady with music instrument, 9"H, NO INTERNATIONAL 

SHIPPING OF IVORY

$400 $700 $120

312 Japanese ivory carved okimono, 7"H, NO INTERNATIONAL SHIPPING OF IVORY $300 $500 $100

313 Chinese ivory carved warrior, 11.6"H, NO INTERNATIONAL SHIPPING OF IVORY $500 $800 $150

313A Chinese ivory carved Emperor (13.4"H) and Empress (12.2"), NO INTERNATIONAL 

SHIPPING OF IVORY

$1,500 $3,500 $500

314 Large Japanese ivory carved okimono, 10.35"H, NO INTERNATIONAL SHIPPING 

OF IVORY

$300 $500 $100

315 3 Japanese ivory carved okimono, 1.7"H, 1.5"H, 1.5"H, NO INTERNATIONAL 

SHIPPING OF IVORY

$150 $350 $50

316 Ivory pendant (2.55"x2.25") attached to an ivory bead (0.33"dia(64)) necklace, NO 

INTERNATIONAL SHIPPING OF IVORY

$100 $300 $30

317 Unusual ivory carved monkey (3.7"L) attached to an ivory bead (0.38"dia(62)) 

necklace, NO INTERNATIONAL SHIPPING OF IVORY

$150 $350 $50

318 Antique ivory necklace (4.25"L(4)), antique ivory bracelet (1.5"L(4)) and 3 ivory 

bangle bracelets (0.5"Dx2.9"od, 0.18"Dx2.75"od, 0.15"Dx2.68"od), NO 

INTERNATIONAL SHIPPING OF IVORY

$150 $350 $50

319 Ivory carved tooth pick bottle (2.55"H) engraved with seascape with ship and ivory 

page turner (7.85"L), NO INTERNATIONAL SHIPPING OF IVORY

$100 $300 $30

320 2 ivory carved masks, 1.85"H, 2.4"H, NO INTERNATIONAL SHIPPING OF IVORY $150 $350 $50

321 Japanese ivory carved netsuke in skull motif, 1.6"x1.5"x1.15", NO INTERNATIONAL 

SHIPPING OF IVORY

$100 $300 $30

322 2 Japanese ivory carved netsuke; one depicting man holding scroll (1.4"H) and one in 

water buffalo motif (2.2"H), NO INTERNATIONAL SHIPPING OF IVORY

$100 $300 $30

323 2 ivory pendant (1.6"H, 1.8"H) in elephant motif with 14K clasp and set with ruby, 

emerald and sapphire, both attached to gilt sterling necklace, NO INTERNATIONAL 

SHIPPING OF IVORY

$150 $350 $50

324 2 antique Japanese ivory carved netsuke, 2.1"x1.3"x0.82", 1.25"x0.7"x0.8", NO 

INTERNATIONAL SHIPPING OF IVORY

$100 $300 $30

325 Rare ivory carved pendant depicting bird cage with bird inside, 2.5"Lx0.6"dia , NO 

INTERNATIONAL SHIPPING OF IVORY

$100 $300 $30

326 2 Japanese ivory carved netsuke; a rabbit (1.9"L) and a frog (1.85"L), NO 

INTERNATIONAL SHIPPING OF IVORY

$100 $300 $30

327 Japanese ivory carved netsuke depicting 12 zodiac, 1"Hx1.6"x1.15", NO 

INTERNATIONAL SHIPPING OF IVORY

$100 $300 $30

328 A beautiful Japanese antique ivory carved netsuke depicting monkey, 1.25"H, NO 

INTERNATIONAL SHIPPING OF IVORY

$100 $300 $30

329 3pc ivory carving; a figure (2.85"H), an elephant (2"H) and a stand (3.15"H), NO 

INTERNATIONAL SHIPPING OF IVORY

$100 $300 $30

330 An excellent Chinese antique ivory carved seal with qilin motif finial, 

1.9"Hx2.25"x1.75", NO INTERNATIONAL SHIPPING OF IVORY

$250 $450 $70



331 4 possible tiger teeth carvings, 2.5"L each $300 $700 $100

332 2 ivory carved netsuke, a drum maker (2"H), and a mouse resting on box with cat 

hiding in it (1.8"x1.5"x1"), NO INTERNATIONAL SHIPPING OF IVORY

$150 $350 $50

333 3 Japanese ivory carved netsuke depicting mouse group, 1.85"L, 1.6"L, 1"Hx1.6"dia, 

NO INTERNATIONAL SHIPPING OF IVORY

$150 $350 $50

334 2 Japanese ivory carved netsuke; fulion (1.5"x1.6"x0.9") and duck (2.2"L), NO 

INTERNATIONAL SHIPPING OF IVORY

$100 $300 $30

335 Early 20th century Japanese ivory carved netsuke depicting oni on leaf, 1.4"x1.35"x1", 

NO INTERNATIONAL SHIPPING OF IVORY

$80 $150 $20

336 Early 20th century Japanese ivory carved netsuke depicting monkey resting on stone, 

1.65"x1.5"x1", NO INTERNATIONAL SHIPPING OF IVORY

$100 $300 $30

337 Early 20th century Japanese ivory carved netsuke depicting rat resting on nut, 

1.4"x1.5"x1.2", NO INTERNATIONAL SHIPPING OF IVORY

$100 $300 $30

338 Early 20th century Japanese ivory carved netsuke depicting water bird, 2.1"x1"x1.18", 

NO INTERNATIONAL SHIPPING OF IVORY

$100 $300 $30

339 3 ivory carvings; fisherman (no fishing pole, 2"H), elephant (1.5"H) and scholar 

(1.5"H), NO INTERNATIONAL SHIPPING OF IVORY

$100 $300 $30

340 Important 6 Chinese ivory carved snuff bottles (2.05"H, 2.75"H, 2.7"H(2), 2.5"H(2)) 

depicting bugs on fruits by Chinese contemporary carving master, NO 

INTERNATIONAL SHIPPING OF IVORY

$800 $1,200 $300

341 2 items; ivory cigarette holder (4.5"L) and ivory plaque engraved with fairy tales 

(2.6"x2.15"x0.35"), NO INTERNATIONAL SHIPPING OF IVORY

$100 $300 $30

342 White jade plaque (2.4"x1.5"x0.38") carved in longevity symbol, attached to an ivory 

bead (0.33"dia(75)) necklace, NO INTERNATIONAL SHIPPING OF IVORY

$150 $350 $50

343 3 Japanese ivory carved netsuke; 2 snakes (1.4"H, 1.65"L) and one dog motif 

(2.05"L), NO INTERNATIONAL SHIPPING OF IVORY

$150 $350 $50

344 Japanese ivory carved okimono depicting fisherman, 6.1"H, NO INTERNATIONAL 

SHIPPING OF IVORY

$300 $500 $100

345 Chinese ivory carved bridge (approx. 8.6"L) depicting village scene, NO 

INTERNATIONAL SHIPPING OF IVORY

$150 $350 $50

346 Antique Chinese ivory carved boy with drum, 2"H, NO INTERNATIONAL 

SHIPPING OF IVORY

$100 $300 $30

347 4pc of ivory; a pendant (1.65"x1.75"x0.5"), a floral brooch (2.2"x1.6"), a frog 

(1.45"L), and a necklace (18.2"L), NO INTERNATIONAL SHIPPING OF IVORY

$150 $350 $50

348 Chinese ivory jewelry lot; including 5 pair earrings, 3 pendant (0.95"dia, 1"x1.05", 

1.15"x0.85"), a brooch (2.45"x1.1") and a ring, NO INTERNATIONAL SHIPPING 

OF IVORY

$100 $300 $30

349 ivory bangle bracelet (0.45"Dx3.35"od(2.55"id) with 14K enhancement, and ivory 

brooch (2"x1.5"), NO INTERNATIONAL SHIPPING OF IVORY

$100 $300 $30

349A Chinese antique carved hornbill depicting scholar scene, 8.35"L $1,500 $3,500 $500

350 Three 16th/17th century Thai bronze heads, Ayutthaya period, 3.3"H, 2.5"H, 2"H $200 $400 $70

351 Pair important large Thai 15th/16th century bronze Buddha's hands, Ayutthaya period, 

approx. 13.75"L each

$600 $900 $200

352 An important large 15th/16th century bronze Buddha's head, Ayutthaya period (the top 

of Buddha head missing), 9.2"H

$600 $900 $200

353 A fine gilt wood antique Thai Buddha, Ayutthaya period (one ear of Buddha missing), 

5.8"H

$150 $350 $50

354 Antique Thai life size gilt wood carved Buddha, 71.5"H $600 $900 $200

355 5 Japanese 19th century bronze pieces; including pair bronze vases (5"Hx4"dia each), 

pair bronze antique candle holders (8.4"Hx3.25"dia each), and a bronze koro 

(4.6"Hx4.6"x3.7"), the body decorated with phoenix, dragon and turtle, and the 

handles in dragon motif, the koro decorated with fulion finial, signed by artist

$600 $900 $200



356 A fine Chinese antique huangyang wood carved ruyi, the body carved with flower, 

gourd, and longevity symbol, 9.75"L

$300 $500 $100

357 2 Chinese 19th/20th century shoushan stone carved ink paste box, with qilin motif 

finial, 2.3"Hx3.6"dia, 2"Hx3"dia

$400 $700 $150

358 Chinese antique bamboo carved brush holder, depicting scholar scene, 

5.75"Hx3.85"dia

$150 $350 $50

359 Pair beautifully carved Chinese antique bamboo libation cups decorated with pine tree 

in reticulated style (one cup hairline), 3.85"Hx3.4"x2.75"

$300 $500 $100

360 2 Chinese vintage Yixing teapots (one cover inside has small chip), 6.3"H, 4.75"H $300 $500 $100

361 Chinese antique wood carved warrior on horse with silver wire inlaid and stand, 

19.1"H

$300 $500 $100

362 An important Chinese antique huangyang wood carved ruyi, carved with lingzhi and 

dragon motif, 14.1"L

$500 $800 $150

363 Pair rare Japanese 19th century bronze scroll weights decorated with lingzhi and bats, 

signed, 7.4"x1.3"x0.85" each

$300 $500 $100

364 A beautiful Japanese antique mixed metal bronze sculpture of samurai warrior, signed, 

6.1"H

$300 $500 $100

365 Pair Japanese 19th century bronze sculpture of figures standing on shell, 11.6"H, 

11.7"H

$800 $1,200 $350

366 Chinese vintage rosewood carved box for chopsticks decorated with silver wire inlaid $150 $350 $50

367 Chinese bamboo root carved sholao (4.6"H) with rosewood stand 

(5.9"Hx10.3"x4.25")

$150 $350 $50

368 Chinese vintage Yixing clay teapot with form of melon, 2.5"Hx5.5"x3.6" $100 $300 $30

369 Chinese antique bronze candle holder with the base in elephant motif, 7.95"H $300 $500 $100

370 A fine Chinese vintage tea glazed gourd shape vase, Qianlong mark (one handle 

repair, 15.25"Hx9.4"x5")

$600 $900 $250

371 Important Chinese antique bronze censer, panel decorated with bats and flowers, the 

feet and handles in lion motif and top in double phoenix motif, 9.4"Hx8.2"x3.9"

$1,000 $3,000 $350

372 A beautiful Chinese antique 6-panel (71.75"Hx19.95"x0.7" each) room divider with 

painted watercolor depicting lake scene with temples and pagoda, signed by artist

$1,000 $3,000 $350

373 A fine Chinese large antique possible huangyang wood ruyi carved with flowers and 

fairy tale scene, 19.4"L

$600 $900 $200

374 Chinese antique bronze sculpture to depict group of elephant, 4.1"Hx4"x3.5" $200 $400 $80

375 Tibetan silver like wine ewer, the center decorated with natural shell, 9.75"Hx8"x6" $100 $300 $30

376 Tibetan antique monk's praying drum made of skull, 3.25"Hx7"x5.35" $300 $500 $100

377 18th/19th century Tibetan thangka, 32"x21.6" $600 $900 $200

378 Rare Tibetan antique double side monk's praying drum made of skull, 

4.8"Hx6.5"x5.05"

$500 $800 $150

379 Important Tibetan 18th/19th century bronze religious scepter, 6.6"x6.1"x1.95" $800 $1,200 $350

379A A rare Tibetan monk's hat decorated with turquoise, coral and other stones, 

7"Hx12.8"dia, NO INTERNATIONAL SHIPPING OF CORAL

$1,000 $3,000 $300

380 A beautiful Japanese 19th century bronze covered vase, panel decorated with birds 

and flowers in relief, rest on qilin motif legs and with qilin motif finial, 11"Hx5"x4.1"

$300 $500 $100

381 Large Japanese 19th century bronze planter decorated with birds and flowers in high 

relief, signed by artist, 8.75"Hx12.75"dia

$700 $1,200 $250

382 Pair Japanese bronze water birds, signed, 12.75"H, 6.65"H $600 $900 $200

383 Set of 4 Chinese rosewood stackable tables, 16"Hx11.7"x8" - 27.5"Hx19.15"x13.7" $300 $500 $100

384 Pair Chinese 19th/20th century famille rose porcelain plates, 2.2"Hx11.8"dia, 

1.7"Hx11"dia

$400 $700 $120

385 Highly important Chinese 17th/18th century huanghuali wood large brush holder 

(hairlines and repair on bottom, 7.75"Hx9.25"dia)

$3,000 $5,000 $1,200



386 Mahjong set in zitan wood box, 3.5"Hx6"x7.8" $150 $350 $50

387 Chinese bamboo vase (10.9"Hx3.8"dia) for temple fortune telling, and a bamboo 

brush holder (6.25"Hx5.25"dia)

$100 $300 $30

388 Huanghuali wood carved monk, 15.75"H $300 $700 $100

389 Blue Peking glass vase (minor chip on inner edge, 13.25"Hx7.3"dia) $100 $300 $30

390 Pair important Chinese 19th/20th century famille rose porcelain vases, panel painted 

with fairy tale scene, 39"Hx14.75"dia each

$4,000 $7,000 $1,500

391 An important extra long huanghuali wood scroll table, with storage compartment on 

bottom, 31"Hx120.25"x19.5"

$4,000 $7,000 $1,500

392 Pair zitan wood brush mountain, 8"L each $150 $350 $50

393 Chinese celadon jade carved covered censer, 2.85"Hx4.1"x2.75" $150 $350 $50

394 8 Chinese archer's rings; including examples of jade, porcelain, ivory, etc., 

1.1"Dx1.08"od(0.85"id) - 1.33"Dx1.5"od(0.88"id), NO INTERNATIONAL 

SHIPPING OF IVORY

$150 $350 $50

395 5 items; 2 jade carved ornaments (3"x2.35"x0.55", 4"x2.05"x0.2"), a coral (2.25"L), a 

bone ornament (1.08"Lx1.1"dia) and a dzi bead (1.52"L), NO INTERNATIONAL 

SHIPPING OF CORAL

$150 $350 $50

396 16 Chinese painting brushes, with handle made of jade, porcelain and others, 10.5"L - 

11.8"l

$150 $350 $50

397 5 Chinese bronze mirrors, 3.7"dia, 4.05"dia, 3.9"dia, 4.4"dia, 3.5"dia $150 $350 $50

398 Finely carved Chinese rosewood brush holder, 5.9"Hx4.7"dia $150 $350 $50

399 Chinese 19th/20th century overlay Peking glass snuff bottle (2.3"H), and an inside 

painted bottle (3.6"H)

$100 $300 $30

400 Beautifully carved Chinese agate snuff bottle, 2.85"H $150 $350 $50

401 White jade carved teapot, 2.85"Hx5.4"x3.25" $100 $300 $30

402 Pair large green jade like stone carved horse head, 17"H each $300 $700 $100

403 Bronze censer in bamboo motif, 3.75"Hx5.3"x4.95" $100 $300 $30

404 Pair green jade carved bowls (1.8"Hx4"dia, 1.75"Hx3.83"dia), and pair jade carved 

stem wine cups (3.2"Hx1.95"dia each)

$100 $300 $30

405 A fine celadon jade carved wine server, 6.25"Hx4.2"x1.5" $150 $350 $50

406 Chinese famille rose straight vase painted with flowers, 17.35"Hx6.3"dia $150 $350 $50

407 2 jade carved ornament, 3.1"x1.85"x1.05", 2.65"x1.5"x0.7" $100 $300 $30

408 White pebble jade carving depicting Buddha motif in relief, 3.8"x3"x1.8" $150 $350 $50

409 White pebble jade carving depicting dragon motif in high relief, 3.5"x2.2"x1.1" $150 $350 $50

410 Light celadon jade plaque with calligraphy depicting dragon in relief, 2.4"x1.55"x0.4" $100 $300 $30

411 Unusual brush (13"L) with jadeite stem (9.25"L) $100 $300 $30

412 Lapis bead (0.52"dia(108)) necklace $100 $300 $30

413 2 Yixing clay teapots, 4.75"Hx6.25"x3.75", 3.65"Hx6.75"x4.25" $100 $300 $30

414 Chinese agate carved snuff bottle, 3.15"H $100 $300 $30

415 Chinese natural huanghuali wood form brush holder, 5.7"Hx6.7"x4.65" $300 $500 $100

416 A fine zitan wood box, 4.85"Hx10.7"x5" $300 $500 $100

417 Fine Chinese bamboo carved brush holder, signed Shuru Zhao (趙叔孺), 

6.15"Hx4.65"dia

$150 $350 $50

418 Chinese hard stone carved Buddha, 46.75"H $600 $900 $200

419 Chinese solid huanghuali wood pedestal, 27.5"H $500 $800 $150

420 Fine Chinese heavy round bronze censer, 2.7"Hx5"dia $150 $350 $50

421 Chinese bronze sculpture of seated Buddha, 12.25"Hx7.75"x5.5" $300 $500 $100

422 Chinese red and white bottle vase, 12.25"Hx7.25"dia $100 $300 $30

423 Chinese stone carving depicting seated Buddha with halo, 13.5"Hx7.3"x5.3" $150 $350 $50

424 Chinese porcelain sculpture depicting 2 monkeys seating on rock, 12.75"Hx11"x6.25" $100 $300 $30

425 Chinese bronze wine server, 12.5"Hx12.5"x8.35" $150 $350 $50



426 Pair blue Peking glass vases, 10.1"Hx5.45"dia each $100 $300 $30

427 Chinese copper red square vase, 10.8"Hx6.75"x6" $100 $300 $30

428 Chinese white Peking glass panel (4.75"x8.7") with rosewood frame and stand, 

14.2"Hx15.3"x4.65"

$100 $300 $30

429 Chinese milk glass vase with enamel painting depicting boy in garden, 8"Hx4.25"dia $100 $300 $30

430 A large Chinese bronze sculpture of seated Buddha, 17.4"Hx13.75"x9.5" $800 $1,200 $300

431 A natural drift wood, 17"H $100 $300 $30

432 Chinese blue and white porcelain bottle vase, 14.25"Hx7.6"dia $100 $300 $30

433 Chinese bronze censer with lion motif handle, 7"Hx6.5"x5.35" $150 $350 $50

434 Chinese milk glass brush holder with calligraphy, 4.5"Hx3.2"dia $100 $300 $30

435 2 Chinese print books, 13.25"x8.5" each $100 $300 $30

436 Pair Chinese hand painted porcelain plaques (13"x7.75" each) $150 $350 $50

437 Large Chinese ink stick, 9"x2.75"x1.4" $80 $150 $20

438 2 Chinese Yixing teapot, one with jade handle, 4.35"Hx6.3"x3.85", 5"Hx5"x4" $100 $300 $30

439 Chinese cast iron teapot with dragon in high relief, 7.5"Hx6.68"x6" $150 $350 $50

440 A large Chinese stone inkwell, 14.55"x10"x0.9" $100 $300 $30

441 A fine lavender and grey jadeite carved snuff bottle, 2.8"H $100 $300 $30

442 Framed calligraphy panel (11.6"x35.7") $100 $300 $30

443 Framed watercolor depicting man at river bank, 34.65"x23" $100 $300 $30

444 One enamel on glass snuff bottle (2.7"H) and one enamel on porcelain snuff bottle 

(2.4"H)

$100 $300 $30

445 One inside painted snuff bottle (2.5"H), one jade snuff bottle (3.05"H) $100 $300 $30

446 One Peking glass snuff bottle (1"Hx2"dia) and one cloisonne snuff bottle (3.2"H) $100 $300 $30

447 One blue Peking glass snuff bottle (3"H), one porcelain snuff bottle (2.8"H) $100 $300 $30

448 One white jade stone boulder (3.45"x2"x1.85"), one stone carved qilin (3.1"x1.2"x1") $100 $300 $30

449 one jade carved pei (0.33"Dx3.65"dia), and one wood and shoushan stone monk 

(5.7"H)

$100 $300 $30

450 One shoushan stone seal (3.9"Hx0.95"x0.95"), and one jadeite stand (0.5"Hx4.3"x2") $100 $300 $30

451 Celadon jade carved seal with qilin motif finial, 1.75"Hx1.35"x1.15" $100 $300 $30

452 White jade carved plaque (3.05"x1.6"x0.33") and a jade archer's ring 

(0.95"Dx1.38"od(0.9"id))

$100 $300 $30

453 Jade carved pei (0.2"Dx3.3"dia), 2 jade plaques (2.25"x1.5"x0.2" each), and a horn 

like ornament (2.6"x2.05"x0.45")

$100 $300 $30

454 Chinese archaic style bronze hu, 16.25"Hx8.5"dia $150 $350 $50

455 Chinese large jade carved inkwell, 1.5"Hx9.95"x5" $100 $300 $30

456 Bronze censer with cloisonne enhancement, 4.75"Hx5.75"dia $150 $350 $50

457 2 jadeite like bangle bracelet, 0.42"Dx3.2"od(2.32"id), 0.4"Dx3.1"od(2.2"id) $100 $300 $30

458 Jade seal (2.9"Hx1"x1"), jade turtle (1.95"x1.25"x0.55") and horn like plaque 

(2.18"x1.45"x0.4")

$100 $300 $30

459 A large Chinese bronze censer with handles in dragon motif, 13"Hx14.4"x10.75" $500 $900 $150

460 A copper box (2.3"Hx4.85"x3.2"), and 2 Japanese tsuba (3.15"x3"x0.2", 

3"x2.75"x0.2")

$100 $300 $30

461 Chinese early 20th century famille rose porcelain teapot (no handle), 5.6"Hx6.6"x4.4" $100 $300 $30

462 3 Yixing clay teapot, 3.9"H, 3.75"H, 3.5"H $100 $300 $30

463 3 Yixing clay teapot, 4.4"H, 4.35"H, 3.5"H $100 $300 $30

464 4 Yixing clay teapot, 5"H(2), 4.75"H, 3.5"H $100 $300 $30

465 2 pottery figures (2.6"H each) and a shoushan stone seal (2.6"Hx0.65"x0.65") $80 $150 $20

466 Lot of reference books and early Sotheby's catalogs $80 $150 $20

467 2 Chinese rosewood framed mirror, 13"x10"x0.7", 12.25"x9.25"x0.75" $100 $300 $30

468 Lot of Chinese silver like and bronze money motif items, 0.85"dia - 2"Hx3.25"x2.1" $100 $300 $30

469 Lot of Chinese bronze seals and others, 0.6"x0.32"x0.37" - 1.75"Hx1.85"x1.85" $100 $300 $30



470 4 Chinese various bead necklace/bracelets, 0.4"dia(109), 0.7"Lx0.65"dia(23), 

0.6"dia(18), 0.6"dia(13)

$80 $150 $20

471 Chinese vintage bronze Buddha (4.2"H), bronze/brass scepter (5.9"L) and a comb 

(3.4"x4.95"x0.9")

$100 $300 $30

472 Chinese ink stick, 11.6"x3.8"x0.9" $80 $150 $20

473 2 Chinese alarm clocks (4.5"H, 4.15"H) and a Chinese wrist watch (1.65"x1.5") $50 $150 $20

474 Chinese stone inkwell (0.9"Hx5.1"x3.9") on stone stand (base minor chip, 

1.6"Hx5.65"x4.5")

$100 $300 $30

475 One jadeite like bead (0.45"dia(36) necklace, 4 jadeite like ornament (3.6"L, 1.93"L, 

1.38"H, 1.32"H) and a shoushan stone seal (3"Hx0.68"x0.4") and a dzi bead (2.08"L)

$100 $300 $30

476 A bronze seal (2.4"Hx2.8"x2.8") and a bronze paste box (1.35"Hx6.7"x2.4") $100 $300 $30

477 A print book, 11"x7"x2.5" $100 $300 $30

478 A fine rosewood brush holder, 7.1"Hx6.5"dia $100 $300 $30

479 Watercolor scroll "birds with flowers", 38"x19" $100 $300 $30

480 Korean framed hand colored etching "man with tiger", 29.6"x21.85" $50 $100 $20

481 2 Chinese antique pewter tea caddies, 5.35"Hx4.35"x4.35", 6.8"Hx4.55"dia $80 $150 $20

482 2 framed prints, 11.2"x15.25", 15.1"x11.25" $50 $150 $20

483 Framed watercolor "shrimp", 22.4"x15" $100 $300 $30

484 Framed watercolor "Daoism god with dragon", 49"x33.6" $100 $300 $30

485 Framed watercolor "bamboo with birds", 29.5"x19.6" $80 $150 $20

486 Watercolor scroll "Daoism god", 37"x22" $100 $300 $30

487 Watercolor scroll "Daoism god", 51.25"x24.8" $100 $300 $30

488 Watercolor scroll "warrior on horse" with calligraphy, 35.5"x18.6" $100 $300 $30

489 Tibetan religious embroidery panel, 45"x9.5" $100 $300 $30

490 3 various bead necklaces (0.4"dia(108), approx. 0.9"Lx0.65"dia(31), 0.95"dia(16)), 

and 2 necklaces (25.75"L, 20.5"L) with bone carved ornaments

$100 $300 $30

491 Amber like pig (chips and hairline, 5"Hx8.4"x6") $50 $150 $20

492 2 various bead (0.7"dia(18), 0.38"-0.6"dia(44)) necklaces, and 2 bead bracelets 

(0.45"dia(15), 0.47"dia each)

$100 $300 $30

493 Horn like items (2.1"x1.7"x0.38", 2.25"x0.95"x0.95", 1.6"hx0.95"x0.9"), and jadeite 

like ornament (1.75"L, 1.95"L), a wood carved cat (1.5"x1.45"x1.45") and a dzi bead

$80 $150 $20

494 jadeite like bead (0.3"dia(57)) necklace $80 $150 $20

495 Tibetan religious object, 10.5"L $150 $350 $50

496 Song style celadon cup (2"Hx2.75"dia) and 2 Song style bowls (1.8"Hx4.35"dia each) $50 $150 $20

497 3 items; blue and white bowl in rosewood case (1.9"Hx5.65"dia), blue and white 

rectangular vase (5.6"Hx4.25"x2.4"), and a brown and white vase (5.5"Hx3.1"dia)

$100 $300 $30

498 Chinese stone carved teapot (inside of top chip, 3.6"Hx6.3"x3.3") $80 $150 $20

499 Chinese jade carved ornament with engraving, 6.65"Hx2.9"x1.05" $80 $150 $20

500 Turquoise like stone carved elephant, 3.2"Hx3.5"x2.6" $80 $150 $20

501 Watercolor scroll , 44"x16" $80 $150 $20

502 Gilt bronze sculpture "scholar on horse", 17.85"H $100 $300 $30

503 4 Chinese embroidery pieces, 11"dia, 28"x27.4", 27.5"x20.6", 26.75"x27" $100 $300 $30

504 Antique Japanese Imari plate (1.5"Hx12.5"dia) and a Chinese porcelain bowl 

(3.5"Hx8.9"dia)

$100 $300 $30

505 2 Chinese porcelain fulion (3.5"H each), and 2 Chinese jade carving (3.1"Hx2.15"x1", 

3.35"x2.1"x0.9") in fine embroidery box (2.25"x5.5"x5.5"), and a Chinese antique 

cloisonne box (no cover, 2.15"Hx6.55"dia)

$100 $300 $30


